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Letter from the Editor
By Jennifer Schroeder, SESA Multiple Disability Specialist
The school year is already over the halfway mark! Spring break is coming up, and I am sure that many
of you are already thinking about what is in store for you and your students for the summer and next
year. This time of year, teams often start talking about ESY, next year's placement, and of course,
any fun spring break or summer break plans! In Alaska, February is often cold and dark, and thinking
ahead can help the time move faster.
All of the things that we, as teachers, are thinking about can mean change for our students. Whether
small or big change, this is often hard for someone with a disability. This month we want to focus on
strategies to help you, as teachers, prepare your students for change of any size. It is important to
remember that what might only take us a short time to prepare for, may likely take our students
much more time.
Jennifer Schroeder

Post High School Planning for Students with
Emotional and Behavioral Disorders
Samantha Cowper, SESA Emotional Disabilities Specialist
Post high school outcomes for students with emotional and behavioral disorders (EBD) are
unfavorable and are, in fact, least favorable than any group of individuals with disabilities. Due to
their challenging behaviors and the manner in which schools typically regard and interact with
individuals with EBD, the promise of a bright future where the individual positively contributes to
society is significantly diminished. Individuals with EBD typically experience academic difficulties in
school and as a result, a reciprocal effect on social behavior occurs with failure in one leading to
failure in the other. This effect creates individuals who display characteristics that do not support
success in or out of school. These characteristics are further solidified when schools respond to
behaviors with zero-tolerance policies that further isolate the student and create fewer
opportunities to access the curriculum and experience school success.
The following strategies aim to improve the post school outcomes for individuals with EBD by
providing support to increase the student's academic and social skill functioning and transition
planning to prepare the student for employment and independent living:
Social Skills Training: This can be one of the most effective interventions for the most challenging
behaviors but instruction must be based on individual needs to be successful. Goals related to social
skills training should include; (1) initiating and developing positive interactions; (2) facilitating the
individual's ability to effectively cope with behavioral expectations of daily living; and (3) provide the
basis for effective self-determination.
Peer Mediation and Conflict Resolution: In this strategy, a peer without disabilities is trained by an
adult to effectively interact with a student with a disability. This method allows positive behavior to

be naturally rewarded, increasing the chances that positive behavior changes will be generalized and
sustained.
Positive Behavior Support: This approach promotes the use of positive supports and strategies in
responding to problem behavior.
Vocational Training: A coordinated effort between schools and the community to support a smooth
and successful transition from the school environment to the work environment.
Transition Planning: A transition plan details the individual's and family's post high school goals
specific to employment and independent living. Areas of focus typically include adult services,
supported employment, independent living options, and post-secondary education.
Wrap Around Planning: This approach provides integrated community services to the individual with
EBD and their family to further support post-school success.

Transitions in the Home
by John Barrowman, Autism Specialist
Growing up can bring up as much eagerness in a child as it can worry in a parent. Will my child ever
drive a car or learn to hunt? Will my child ever move out or have a job? These are BIG questions that
can be hard to answer.
However, there are a number of LITTLE questions that can be answered, even as early as the
elementary years, that can help teach the skills necessary for BIG transitions.
BIG: Will my child ever live on his own?
LITTLE: Can my child get groceries?
Younger Children: Try teaching young children to make "wish lists" by putting a picture of an item
they want on a board or writing the name if they can write.
Older Children: Try taking older children to the store and handing them a shopping list so they can
find the items in the store on their own.
Young Adults: Teach older students how to pay for items at a store using a card or small amounts of
cash.
BIG: Will my child ever learn to drive?
LITTLE: Does my child know how to get home?
Younger Children: When in the community, tell your or show your child a picture of the next stop and
see if they can show you which way to go.
Older Children: Practice waiting at intersections and looking both ways and maybe even riding a bike
or scooter following street laws.
Young Adults: Practice going for errands by walking or biking and asking your child to name streets
or plan routes.

BIG: Will my child ever have a job?
LITTLE: Does my child do chores?
Younger Children: Start having your child put toys in bins, clothes in a laundry basket and coats/boots
etc. in a designated area every day.
Older Children: Start having children put away dishes, put away laundry, bring in firewood or take out
trash.
Young Adults: Practice writing rent checks, calling to make appointments, paying utility bills or even
checking the mail.
Suggested resources regarding this topic can be found at the SESA Library:
Autism Adulthood: Strategies and Insights for a Fulfilling Life by Susan Senator
Call Number: 616.85882 Senator / ISBN: 9781510704244
Autism Tomorrow: The Complete Guide to Help Your Child Thrive in the Real World by Bill Davis and
Karen L. Simmons
Call Number: 616.85882 Simmons / ISBN: 9780972468220
The Autism Transition Guide: Planning the Journey from School to Adult Life by Carolyn Thorwarth
Bruey and Mary Beth Urban
Call Number: 371.94 Bruey / ISBN: 9781890627812 (pbk.)
A Full Life with Autism: From Learning to Forming Relationships to Achieving Independence by
Chantal Sicile-Kira and Jeremy Sicile-Kira
Call Number: 616.85882 Sicile / ISBN: 9780230112469 (pbk.)
Asperger Syndrome Transition to College and Work
HoonahCall Number: 331.7020875 Asperg
Pub. Info: [Hampton, N.J.] : Coulter Video, c2001

Transition Tips from the Alaska Autism Resource Center
by Tara Maltby, AARC Program Coordinator
Transitions, both large and small, are a part of everyday life. Transitioning from a comfy bed to the
shower, home to school, recess to math, and school to home are just a few examples that happen
for all students everyday. Then, there are the "big" transitions: elementary school to middle school,
mom's house to dad's house, and from the structure of the school day into the less structured
summer days. For some students, transitions can be especially difficult. Having transition supports in
place can be incredibly helpful. Supports can be as simple as a social story or as complicated as an
IEP transition plan; being prepared is key.
While it may feel a little early in the year to be thinking about the unstructured days of summer,
the Alaska Parent Magazine can help provide ideas for summer camps and activities.

Families and service providers located near hubs can also contact the following local agencies to find
additional summer activity options:
The ARC of Anchorage
Special Olympics
Challenge Alaska
Hope Community Resources

Preparing Your Student for Life's One Constant: Change
by Meriah Cory, Multiple Disabilities Specialist
Life is all about changes and changes can be hard! Helping students learn how to adapt to changes
without undue stress can be one of the most important skills we teach them. Students with multiple
disabilities often need extra time, supports, and people in order to be prepare for life's changes. This
can be for changes from school routines to summer schedule or school life to adult life.
When choosing transition supports for schedules and routine while in early elementary, plan for the
future:
•
•
•
•

Think about what skills or activities they are doing today that could be used in future areas.
(Following a picture schedule can lead to following job tasks)
Make schedules which have the ability to change (moveable pictures/words). We need to
encourage adaptability and teach how to react to changes.
Teach how to ask for help and how to say "I am frustrated" or "I am confused." These
feelings are ok and should be expressed.
When appropriate, make changes and teach behaviors and communication to accompany the
process.

Take the time when you have it, but have a system in place for the surprises:
•

•

Prepare earlier than you think you might need to for schedule changes. For major changes,
plan months in advance if possible. (Support people should be thinking years ahead for
younger students).
Walk through what new environments are going to look like and the expectations people are
going to have, then repeat as many times as needed.

Supports systems:
•

Have as many as needed, but make sure they are beneficial and appropriate for the situation.
(This can be routines, pictures, phrases, and support staff).

•

If needed, pick transition objects that will be appropriate throughout life. (Some students
need help getting from point A to point B. Having an object can really help with this. Try and
pick objects that can grow with them.)

Transition Planning for Students with Visual Impairments
by Angel Black, Vision Impairment Specialist
Like all students, those with a visual impairment will not all have the same needs. The student's
interests, needs, strengths, and weaknesses should guide the transition process. However, there are
nine important skills that will help the student not only when making the transition to college or on a
career path, but in all areas of their life. These skills are known as: The Expanded Core Curriculum
(ECC). It is important that these skills are mastered prior to making that transition from high school
out into the world. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compensatory or Functional Academic skills, including Communication Modes
Orientation and Mobility
Social Interaction Skills
Independent Living Skills
Recreation and Leisure Skills
Career Education
Use of Assistive Technology
Sensory Efficiency Skills
Self-Determination

Having this body of knowledge and skills is an important part of living an independent and successful
life for a person with a visual impairment due to their unique disability-specific needs. They should
be used as a framework for assessing student's abilities, planning individual goals, and preparing
them to transition out of high school.

Annual In-service Trainings for the School Staff of a
Student with Hearing Loss
by Olivia Yancey, MDE
A student with hearing loss has a variety of team members involved in their Individual Education
Plan. These members eventually change throughout the student's education. Conducting an annual
in-service for the teachers, paraprofessionals, and related service providers on the following
information is highly recommended:
•
•
•
•

Communication mode
Educational Impact of Hearing Loss
Reasons for Accommodations & Modifications
Determining Roles of Team Members (e.g., data collection, teaching towards goals)

Visual Support Examples
Example of visual supports for a student who was in transitions working for the school
cafeteria. These two cafeteria pictures indicate how to complete the task of sweeping:

Checklist of job expectations:

A First-Then Board is helpful in teaching children with ASD to follow directions and learn new
skills. A First-Then board motivates a student to participate in scheduled classroom routines
that they do not like and clarifies when they can participate in activities that they do like.

Class Transition Visual Support:

Getting a Job Social Story Example:

Transition Planning Resources
by Anne Freitag, Librarian
For more information on any of the titles listed below or questions about the
SESA Lending Library, please contact:
Anne Freitag, SESA Librarian.
Brigance Transition Skills Activities. Curriculum Associates, 2012.
Description: Lessons aligned with IDEA transition planning
guidelines and key skill areas assessed in the TSI, including PostSecondary Opportunities (both education/training and
employment), Independent Living, and Community Participation.

Brigance Transition Skills Inventory. Curriculum Associates, 2010.
Description: " ... research-based, age-appropriate assessments that
support formal transition planning for students with special needs
preparing for life after high school."--p. 8.

The Down Syndrome Transition Handbook: Charting Your Child's
Course to Adulthood, by Jo Ann Simons. Woodbine House, 201o.
Description: "...helps parents prepare their child for independent
adult life. It's full of practical tips and step-by-step instructions to
help families envision their child's future, develop a transition plan,
and implement it. There's also a wealth of information about
adults in their twenties or thirties living at home who are still
struggling with finding a job, locating housing, or establishing a
meaningful life in their community, and who could achieve more independence with the right
guidance and supports."--publisher's website.
Going to College: Expanding Opportunities for People with
Disabilities, edited by Elizabeth Evans Getzel and Paul Wehman. P.H.
Brookes Pub., 2005.
Description: A college education can open the door to greater
participation in the workplace and community. ... readers will learn
what they can do to make this crucial opportunity available to young
people with a wide range of disabilities. Professionals who work in
high schools and colleges including disability service coordinators,
guidance counselors, administrators, and general and special
educators will use this important resource to help students make all
of the necessary preparations, including selecting a college,
applying, determining eligibility for services, and securing financial aid ; create welcoming
college classrooms through the use of universally designed instructional strategies,

assessment methods, and accommodations and supports ; address the specific needs of
students who have psychiatric disabilities, learning disabilities and ADHD, and developmental
disabilities ; promote the important concept of self- determination to aid students in their
transition to college life and professional life learn students' rights and responsibilities under
the Americans with Disabilities Act help students practice for and make the transition to the
working world, using resources such as internships, career centers, and business partnerships
Filled with case studies, best practices, program guidelines, and strategies, this is a required
resource for anyone who educates or coordinates services for individuals with disabilities.
Readers will discover their part in helping young people gain access to a meaningful college
education- one that promotes independence and responsibility, sharpens social skills, and
builds a strong foundation for a successful career.
Make the Day Matter!: Promoting Typical Lifestyles for Adults with
Significant Disabilities, by Pamela M. Walker and Patricia Rogan, with
invited contributors. P.H. Brookes Pub., 2007.
Description: Adults with disabilities enjoying active, rewarding, and
meaningful daytimes in their communities-that's the reality when
service providers and programs tap into innovative support
strategies that really work. That's just what they'll do with this
invaluable book, the first to compile all the best, most current
knowledge on helping adults "make the day matter." A call to action
and an in-depth guide to the most effective strategies, this
illuminating resource gives service providers proven ideas for supporting adults with
significant disabilities as they make a smooth transition from school to adult life; find or create
employment that fits their goals and desires; pursue their individual interests and hobbies;
participate in postsecondary education; develop social relationships and community
connections; explore opportunities for paid self-advocacy and systems change work; maintain
active, healthy lifestyles as they age. Throughout the book, detailed case stories from across
the country combine with practical guidelines to show professionals how to replicate success
stories in their own communities. And with the extensive discussion of organizational change,
programs will have a blueprint they can use to make the critical shift from facility-based to
community-based services.
Teaching Self-Determination to Students with Disabilities: Basic Skills
for Successful Transition, Michael L. Wehmeyer and others. P.H.
Brookes Pub., 1998.
Description: "Here are versatile instructional methods for teaching
basic self-determination skills to students with disabilities. Carefully
developed, validated, and applied in classrooms, these techniques
are field tested and proven to help students learn the specific skills
they need for more satisfactory, self-directed life; skills like: decision
making * problem solving * self-advocacy * self-management * selfawareness * goal setting * assertiveness. ... assists teachers in
meeting IDEA requirements and planning transition programs according to student
preferences. The abundant hands-on activities provide a variety of ways to promote

autonomous behavior and reinforce the learning and practice of self-realization ... ."-amazon.com.
The Way to Work: How to Facilitate Work Experience for Youth in
Transition, by Richard G. Luecking and others. P.H. Brookes Pub.,
2009.
Description: Employment is one of the biggest contributors to
quality of life for people with disabilities-and that means wellplanned work experiences should be an integral part of transition
preparation for every secondary and postsecondary school aged
youth. Make that happen with this practical guide, developed to
help educators, transition specialists, and employment specialists
facilitate individualized, person-centered work experiences and
jobs for high school students and young adults with a wide range of disabilities.

NEW! SESA Forum
Join the Discussion!
SESA's new online forum allows you to register and join in discussions regarding our program
services and disability specific topics. Ask questions and search answers! Let's chat
today! http://forum.sesa.org/

Stay in touch with the AARC!

